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Abstract
We propose a self-organizing Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network method for parameterization
of freeform surfaces from larger, noisy and unoriented point clouds. In particular, an adaptive sequential
learning algorithm is presented for network construction from a single instance of point set. The adaptive
learning allows neurons to be dynamically inserted and fully adjusted (e.g. their locations, widths and
weights), according to mapping residuals and data point novelty associated to underlying geometry. Pseudo
neurons, exhibiting very limited contributions, can be removed through a pruning procedure. Additionally, a
Neighborhood Extended Kalman Filter (NEKF) was developed to significantly accelerate parameterization.
Experimental results show that this adaptive learning enables effective capture of global low-frequency
variations while preserving sharp local details, ultimately leading to accurate and compact parameterization,
as characterized by a small number of neurons. Parameterization using the proposed RBF network provides
simple, low cost and low storage solutions to many problems such as surface construction, re-sampling,
hole filling, multiple level-of-detail meshing and data compression from unstructured and incomplete range
data. Performance results are also presented for comparison.
Keywords: Surface parameterization, point clouds, adaptive sequential learning.
1. Introduction1
Laser scanners are routinely used for model acquisition. They can obtain point clouds of surfaces more2
quickly and with greater accuracy compared to other digitization techniques. A point-cloud range scan, such3
as shown in Fig. 1, typically contains huge numbers of unstructured, densely and non-uniformly distributed4
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Figure 1: Unstructured noisy point clouds.
points. Measurement errors and occlusions during digitization can make range data noisy and incomplete,5
with “holes”. Direct meshing and manipulation of such point clouds can be inefficient and difficult with re-6
gard to computational cost, memory overhead and robustness to data noise. Modeling from an intermediary7
parametric domain could significantly improve data representation and manipulation flexibility using only8
a small set of control parameters and mathematical calculations. Parameterization of point clouds in a low9
dimensional space, and consequently, with manageable computational cost, good compactness and desired10
accuracy, would therefore provide an alternative and more preferable solution to many problems in freeform11
surface modeling, including remeshing, multi-resolution analysis, level-of-detail (LOD), morphing, texture12
transfer, and geometry manipulation [1, 2].13
While much research has been conducted on surface parameterization, the majority has focused on14
complete mesh surfaces with known vertex connections, or aimed at surfaces with lower spatial complex-15
ity represented by small data sets [1, 3, 4, 5]. Such parameterizations make useful tools for remeshing or16
triangulating clean data, but they are not suitable for noisy and unstructured point clouds. Direct parameter-17
ization from point clouds would involve less error compared to parameterization from intermediary meshed18
surfaces. However, a robust method which directly transforms noisy point clouds into a compact, unified19
parametric domain (as opposed to piecewise approaches) is still an open problem.20
To address this problem, we introduce a neural network approach involving self-growing Radial Basis21
Functions (RBFs). Parameterization is achieved through adaptive sequential learning. The resulting net-22
work forms a parametric space, so that vertices or control points can be generated, from which a complete23
parametric surface exhibiting smoothness can be created. To our knowledge, the proposed RBF network for24
direct parameterization of point clouds has the following novel aspects:25
• Parameterization is achieved in a unified self-organizing network space, superior to piecewise or26
spatial multi-partitioning representation.27
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• Our method is applicable to unoriented, noisy, incomplete and non-uniformly distributed point clouds,28
rather than only clean, regular or oriented point sets, or surface points generated from structured29
polygonal meshes. It can deal with freeform surfaces with real-world geometric complexities, such30
as sharp local details and low-frequency global variations.31
• Parameterization can be conducted at a desired LOD, simplifying multi-resolution applications. It32
establishes a compact functional representation and finds applications on surface construction, re-33
sampling, mesh repair, LOD, and data compression from point sets with only coordinate information.34
• The network is constructed through adaptive sequential learning using a single instance of range scan.35
Our proposed adaptive learning provides a general solution to the common problem of effective RBF36
fitting. Neurons are generated according to heuristic novel inputs rather than being randomly chosen37
from all points. They can be located, removed and adjusted in full dimensionality in terms of location,38
weight and width, thereby adapting to the distribution of underlying data. This adaptivity ultimately39
determines the effectiveness and compactness of RBF fitting, which is particularly important for40
handling large point clouds and complex spatial features.41
• The development of the Neighborhood Extended Kalman Filter (NEKF) dramatically reduces the42
RBF network construction cost, enabling parameterizing large point sets within feasible time.43
• Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed parameterization RBF network provides an ef-44
ficient solution for many frequently encountered tasks that process point-sampled surfaces, such as45
surface reproduction, multiple LODs, mesh repair and data compression.46
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work on surface parameteriza-47
tion. Section 3 presents point-cloud parameterization through adaptive learning. In Section 4, we provide48
experimental results and evaluate parameterization regarding accuracy, speed, compactness, adaptivity and49
multi-LOD ability. Section 5 discusses general issues such as network parameter definition and parameter-50
ization performance relative to other methods. We conclude our work in Section 6.51
2. The research context and related work52
Apart from the usual requirements concerning accuracy, speed, low memory overhead and compact-53
ness, an important criterion for sophisticated surface parameterization is the ability to deal with complex54
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freeform surfaces, such as those containing highly variable and irregular spatial features, represented by55
unstructured noisy data. Numerous methods have been developed, but the majority have focused on mesh56
surface parameterization [1, 3]. In these works, the main purpose of parameterization was to obtain piece-57
wise linear mappings between a 3D mesh (represented by triangles or polygons) and a parametric space,58
such as a parametric plane [6], a parametric sphere [7, 8] or an intermediary parametric domain [9, 10], so59
as to minimize angular and area distortion for the whole mesh. To this end, an entire mesh was commonly60
partitioned into patches or charts according to certain feature curves, and then each patch was interpolated61
or approximated piecewise using, for example, polynomials, splines or radial basis functions. The whole62
parameter mapping was often obtained by linear assembly of a number of local functions based on least-63
square energy minimization. Consequently, piecewise approaches were likely to suffer from discontinuity64
and self-intersection over the cuts between patches. The computational cost for non-linear optimization65
could be tremendously high for large and complex surfaces. Most importantly, these parameterizations66
aimed to achieve an exact one-to-one mapping between each vertex and a point in the parametric domain,67
relying on information about vertex connections in the mesh. Such methods are suitable for structured mesh68
data, but not to unstructured and noisy point sets.69
Surfaces represented by unorganized scattered point sets provide challenges of their own. Parameteri-70
zation of point-sampled surfaces is particularly important for geometry formulation and data compression.71
To cope with unstructured point sets, a characteristic shape algorithm was proposed to generate simple72
polygons for a shape of a set of clean point data in the plane [4]. The algorithm was based on the Delaunay73
triangulation of the points, and a single normalized parameter was used to control the parametric shape.74
Floater and Hormann [5] have suggested that piecewise methods for convex combination mapping could75
be applicable when suitable neighborhood information was available. Several choices of such neighbor-76
hoods were proposed, but the most effective and widely adopted method was the use of nearest neighbors.77
To this end, k-means clustering or similar techniques have been extensively adopted to search locally for78
k-nearest neighbors, so as to assist partitioning a surface into a set of charts [11, 12, 13]. Due to searches79
being based on local surface attribute estimates, such as curvatures and differential features, the k-means80
clustering could be very sensitive to noisy and incomplete data. A neighborhood graph has also been intro-81
duced to preserve topological information [14]. However, it could be argued that the highly complex graph82
connectivity structure could become unmanageable in the case of noisy and extensive point sets.83
As discovered by recent advances in function approximation and pattern classification using Radial Ba-84
4
sis Functions [15, 16, 17, 18], RBFs possess many useful properties such as good generalization, continuity85
and stability [19, 20]. These abilities make RBFs well suited for accommodating scattered data without86
relying on prior information about the connectivity and topology of underlying data. Meanwhile, the ex-87
traordinary interpolation and extrapolation capabilities of the RBFs allow smooth approximation and repair88
of noisy range data. Fitting RBFs to scattered points as implicit surface [21, 22, 23, 24] has been proposed89
in computer graphics as modeling methods.90
It has been noticed that using all the data to interpolate RBF centers could result in a poorly conditioned91
matrix, producing unmanageable computational costs and wasted RBFs on large and dense data sets [21].92
As an improvement, multi-scale [25] or multi-level spatial partitioning approaches [26, 27, 28] have been93
developed. A common strategy in these works has been first to fit the surface with basis functions of large94
support, followed by fitting the residuals with basis functions of diminishing support. To accommodate95
RBF fitting, the entire shape was decomposed into subdivisions iteratively according to local errors. For96
example, regions with large fitting residuals were hierarchically partitioned into small cells using Octrees97
[26], or support centers were iteratively chosen by spatially uniform, random sampling of the point set98
[27]. RBF support centers were restricted on regular cells, or on a subset of the scattered points. This99
is not optimal with regards to adaptivity of spatial features of underlying points and robustness to data100
noise. In addition, oriented point sets (coordinates and normals of all points) were required to analyze sharp101
geometric features when choosing an appropriate approximation type [26, 27]. RBF scales were often fixed102
at a same partition level or determined requiring additional information (e.g. acquisition confidence of scan103
points). For RBF based modeling, fitting effectiveness, namely using the least number of RBFs to best fit104
underlying data, remains largely unsolved.105
As a new genre of computational infrastructure, neural network based methods have been reported. In106
particular, a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [29] has been introduced for forming a quadrilateral control grid107
from scattered point sets, thus allowing surface fitting by Bezier-surface or NURBS [30, 31]. Barhak and108
Fischer [32] used this network map to parameterize small sets of clean points with low frequency spatial109
variations. They reported that the SOM outperformed the traditional Partial Differential Equation (PDE)110
method, leading to smooth approximation of surfaces. Motivated by the similar idea to [31] and [32], a self-111
organizing feature map (SOFM) has also been proposed [33]. However, the structure of these network maps112
was fixed, and the scale of all the neurons was at a constant pre-defined value. A more effective network113
approach was one employing a multi-layer hierarchical RBF structure as proposed in [34, 35]. Layers in114
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this network were represented by partition grids at increasing resolutions. Although neurons were still115
located on these regular grids, the neuron scales were allowed to be halved at every higher layer, allowing116
coarse-to-fine RBF fitting to the mapping residuals.117
Despite the various advantages of RBF based methods, problems remain with adaptive fitting of RBFs118
to the underlying data. Due to the lack of flexibility on RBF distribution and scaling in the aforementioned119
works, a large number of fine-scale RBFs were inevitably required to absorb local residuals. This could120
result in the required number of RBFs being even higher than the number of original points. For a RBF121
network approach, a large portion of neurons may be unnecessarily fitted in low frequency regions, while122
resolution could fall short for sharp features and details [31, 32]. Consequently, the computational cost123
of dense RBFs can be unmanageable, particularly for data with highly variable spatial frequencies. Solv-124
ing the problem of fitting adaptivity is crucial and would be of benefit to both RBF based modeling and125
parameterization.126
As an solution to effective RBF fitting of noisy unoriented point clouds, we propose a self-organizing127
RBF network approach. Specifically, a fast adaptive learning algorithm is presented. In particular, neuron128
choice is fully dynamic and adjustable according to the novelty and distribution of underlying data. These129
attributes make our approach preferable to those that use RBF fittings at fixed locations, network structure,130
or pre-defined scales. As demonstrated by the experimental results, parameterization using the proposed131
adaptive sequential RBF (ASRBF) network is highly adaptive to complex spatial features, robust to data132
noise, and is compact and efficient for handling extensive dense point sets.133
3. Parameterization through adaptive sequential learning RBF networks134
In this section, we present the network topology structure, the form of RBF kernel employed, and in135
particular, the three-stage adaptive sequential learning algorithm.136
3.1. Network topology137
A typical feed-forward network is shown in Fig. 2. It has a simple topology linking an input layer, a138
hidden layer and an output. The input layer has an i-dimensional input x(x1, ...,xi), the hidden layer has K139
kernels φk(x),k = 1,2, ...K, and the network output f (x) is a linear combination of kernels taking the form140
f (x) = a0 +
K
∑
k=1
akφk(x) , (1)
where coefficient ak is the real-valued weight of the kth kernel, and a0 is the basis element.141
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Figure 2: Feed-forward RBF network topology.
In this study, Gaussian Radial Basis Functions (RBFs), acting as the nonlinear kernels of the hidden142
layer, are used as the computational substrate of the network. A Gaussian RBF imposes no restriction on143
point location, and its response falls quickly with increasing distance from the kernel, allowing signifi-144
cant local influence and controllability. This quasi-locality makes Gaussian RBFs well suited for surface145
modeling from irregularly sampled points. Therefore Gaussian RBFs, of the form146
φk(x) = exp
(
−
1
σ 2k
‖x−uk‖
2
)
, (2)
are chosen in this study. In Eq. (2), ‖.‖ denotes the Euclidean norm, uk indicates the center of the kth neuron147
kernel, and σk represents the width of its coverage.148
3.2. The adaptive sequential learning149
The adaptivity of the parameterization RBF network derives from the strategy of dynamic network con-150
struction through supervised sequential learning. The network starts from an empty space with no neurons151
and no pre-defined structures. Training data (a point set from a single instance of range scan) is sequentially152
fed into the network. For each input, three tasks will be carried out:153
1. Network growth: the network may self-grow one neuron at the current input, if the input point satisfies154
the “novelty” criteria. (Section 3.3)155
2. Optimization: for a fast optimization that minimizes parameterization residuals, a subset of neighbor156
neurons will be updated with full dimensionality using a Neighborhood Extended Kalman Filter157
(NEKF) algorithm; (Section 3.4)158
3. Neuron pruning: finally, a pruning strategy is applied to remove network redundancy. Pseudo neu-159
rons, which consistently make little contribution to the parameterization process, will be discarded.160
(Section 3.5)161
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We present a three-stage parameterization process in the following sections and summarize the adaptive162
sequential learning algorithm in Algorithm. 1.163
3.3. Network growth according to the novelty of point inputs164
The training sequence of a point cloud can be denoted as T = {xn,zn}|n=1,2,...N . It consists of N165
independent observations of 3D points {xn,yn,zn} with random data orderings. Vector xn = (xn,yn) is used166
as network input, and zn is its associated measurement output, to be approximated by the network. The167
random ordering of the training set aims to obtain uniformly distributed points from the whole data domain.168
This is necessary for balanced network growth and pseudo neuron validation (Section 3.5). We do not169
assume any prior knowledge on the topology or dependencies within the point set.170
The network starts with no neurons in its space. At each learning step n, if the current observation {xn,zn}171
satisfies the following three novelty conditions below, then a corresponding new neuron will be added into172
the network.173
Novelty criterion 1: the input xn of the current nth observation is far away from the centers of all existing K174
neurons in the network,175
‖xn −un near‖> DK , (3)
where un near represents the neuron center nearest to the current input xn.176
This criterion aims to ensure that neurons are inserted at a distance of at least DK from each other, so as177
to guarantee a well spread and balanced neuron distribution in the network space. This separation distance178
DK is initially set to a maximum Dmax, allowing a sparse neuron insertion. During the network growing179
process, DK is made to decay exponentially with the increasing number of neurons K involved at that stage180
in the network,181
DK = max{Dmaxγ K ,Dmin}, 0 < γ < 1, (4)
until a pre-defined minimum Dmin is reached. The minimum separation distance Dmin actually indicates an182
overall neuron separation level in the network which can be used to control the detail level of parameter-183
ization and network compactness. A decay factor γ is used to control the decline speed. Obviously, the184
consistent decay on the separation distance enforces the tendency of sparse-to-dense RBF fitting.185
Novelty criterion 2: the parameterization error en between the network output f (xn) and the measurement186
value zn at current observation {xn,zn} is significant,187
‖en‖> E , where en = f (xn)− zn . (5)
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Algorithm 1 : Parameterization by adaptive sequential RBF network.
1. Initialization: network parameter initialization and sequential training data generation in random point
ordering
2. Iteration: parameterization starts with no neuron in the network K = 0
for each point input (xn, zn), n = 1,2, ...,N do
Stage 1: Network growth (Section 3.3)
(1) define the neuron separation distance: DK = max{Dmaxγ K ,Dmin}
(2) calculate network output and error residuals at current network input xn:
f (xn) = a0 +
K
∑
k=1
akφk(xn) ,
‖en‖= ‖ f (xn)− zn‖ ,
eωn =
√∥∥∥∥∑ni=n−(ω−1) e2iω
∥∥∥∥ .
(3) apply novelty criteria to add a new neuron:
if (‖xn−un near‖> DK) ∧(‖en‖> E) ∧(eωn > Eω )
add a new K+1th neuron;
set neuron parameters as: uK+1 = xn , aK+1 = en , σK+1 = ψ ‖uK+1−un near‖ .
end if
Stage 2: Optimization (Section 3.4)
(1) select neighbor neurons
(2) update neuron parameters by NEKF.
Stage 3: Neuron pruning (Section 3.5)
for each neuron k in the network, k = 1,2, ...,K
(1) calculate the neuron output Πk = ak exp
(
− ‖xn−uk‖
2
σ 2k
)
at current observation
(2) calculate its contribution ratio rk = |Πk|K
∑
k=1
|Πk |
if rk < P for ω observations
remove the kth neuron from the network.
end if
end for
end for
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This criterion is used to verify whether the desired network accuracy E has been achieved locally at the188
current input. Obviously, this criterion attempts a closest fit at local points. It is effective when a point189
measure is accurate. However this assumption usually does not hold. Point clouds can be severely corrupted190
due to various measurement errors, data holes and outliers. To tolerate possible data noise, a “closeness”191
measure in the “mean” sense would be preferable, as described in Criterion 3.192
Novelty criterion 3: the RMS parameterization error for the last ω consecutive inputs before the current nth193
input {xn,zn} is still significant,194
eωn > Eω , where eωn =
√√√√∥∥∥∥∥∑
n
i=n−(ω−1) e
2
i
ω
∥∥∥∥∥ . (6)
Satisfying this criterion could mean that an accuracy Eω towards a smooth approximation in the whole data195
domain has not been achieved. Therefore, new neurons are still required to improve the parameterization196
accuracy.197
In summary, the first criterion enforces a well separated and incrementally sparse-to-dense neuron distri-198
bution, guaranteeing balanced network growth and neuron coverage. The second criterion ensures that neu-199
rons are generated only in areas with larger local mapping residuals. The third criterion evaluates whether200
a global accuracy of the parameterization has been achieved.201
If the current input point satisfies all these three novelty conditions, a new (K + 1)th neuron will be202
inserted into the network. To best absorb mapping residuals, the new Gaussian neuron position uK+1 is203
placed at the same location as the input xn, its weight aK+1 is initialized to be the local mapping error en,204
and its width σK+1 is scaled in proportion to the distance from its nearest neighbor, according to205
uK+1 = xn
aK+1 = en
σK+1 = ψ ‖uK+1−un near‖ ,
(7)
where ψ is a user-defined overlap factor with a value between 0 and 1. Parameter ψ defines the overlap206
level between the new neuron and its neighbors. A higher value indicates a larger RBF support with more207
influence on its neighbors; while when a smaller value is chosen, the Gaussian will produce a more focused208
local response.209
During network construction, parameterization error will consistently reduce. Accordingly, weights of210
newly added neurons tend to reduce in magnitude. Meanwhile, due to the decay policy applied to the sepa-211
ration distance DK , neuron density changes from sparse to dense, therefore, the neuron width σ associated212
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with its nearest neighbor will decline as well. As an overall tendency, fewer neurons with significant widths213
and weights are initially generated to model low-frequency variations and form the smooth substrate sur-214
face, while neurons of smaller width and weight are subsequently recruited in areas with larger residuals to215
refine local details (see Section 4.4). This sparse-to-dense and coarse-to-fine adaptive RBF fitting gives the216
network high adaptivity to the underlying data.217
If the current observation does not satisfy the three novelty conditions, no new neuron is added. In the218
next stage, a neighborhood EKF algorithm is employed to optimize neuron parameters, thereby minimizing219
parameterization error.220
3.4. Optimization by fast neighborhood EKF221
The least mean square (LMS), gradient descent (GD) and Extended Kalman filters (EKF) are commonly222
used methods to optimize neuron parameters in nonlinear networks and sequential learning [20, 36, 37].223
EKFs have been reported to outperform LMS and GD on stability and accuracy, despite the high compu-224
tational cost. The EKF method updates all neurons at each learning step, we therefore refer to it as global225
EKF (GEKF). The computational complexity of the GEKF is O(A2) per learning step, where A denotes226
the total number of neuron parameters to be updated [38]. In our case, if the network contains K neurons,227
wn = {a0,wk | k = 1,2, ...,K }, and each neuron is represented by four parameters as wk = (ak,σk,uk): two228
scalars for weight ak and width σk, and one neuron center uk in 2D, then the computational cost for updating229
all these K neurons will be O((4K)2). This cost can become unmanageable for networks with hundreds or230
thousands of neurons.231
To reduce computational cost of the GEKF, we introduce a fast local approach, called neighborhood EKF232
(NEKF). At the nth learning step, only a subset of K′ neighbor neurons of the current observation {xn,zn}233
are updated. Selection of neighbor neurons is based on:234
1. if it is the nearest neighbor to the current observation, or235
2. if it is in a neighborhood region proportional to the separation distance DK .236
Using the first criterion, only the nearest neighbor, possibly the most influential to the current observation,237
is selected and updated. Updating only the nearest is fast and gives good stability. When using the second238
criterion, on one hand, due to the decay on separation distance DK , the neighborhood region will reduce;239
on the other hand, the neuron density will increase during network growth. There will, therefore, always240
be a sufficient and fairly consistent number of neurons selected, initially from larger areas with sparsely241
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distributed neurons for approximating coarse features, but gradually concentrating on more local regions to242
refine details. This implies that the local NEKF actually performs a dynamic global-to-local optimization243
on neuron parameters during network construction.244
Using the NEKF, the nth training step updates the selected subset of K′ neurons in full dimensionality of245
weight, width and location wn = {a0,wk |wk = (ak,σk,uk), k = 1,2, ...,K′, K′ < K } by246
wn = wn−1 +Gnen , (8)
where en = f (xn)− zn is the parameterization error at the nth observation (xn,zn), and Gn is the Kalman247
gain calculated by248
Gn = Pn−1Bn
[
Rn +BTn Pn−1Bn
]−1
, (9)
in which Rn is the variance of the measurement noise, Bn = ∇wn f (xn) is the gradient matrix of the network249
output f (xn) with respect to the network parameter wn, and Pn is an error covariance matrix, which is250
updated by251
Pn =
[
I−GnBTn
]
Pn−1 +qI , (10)
where the scalar q determines the allowed random step in the direction of the gradient vector, and I is a unit252
matrix.253
The computational cost of NEKF is reduced from O((4K)2) to O
(
(4K′ )2
)
, where the selected K′ neigh-254
bors are usually much less numerous than the total K neurons in the network. The minimum cost can255
consistently be O
(
42
)
in the extreme case where only the nearest neighbor is updated (K′ = 1). Experi-256
mental results showed a remarkable gain in performance speed of the NEKF over the GEKF and GD with a257
comparable accuracy (Section 4.6).258
3.5. Effective neuron pruning to enhance the compactness of parameterization259
Network size can become large under the growth strategy alone, possibly leading to network overfit.260
To avoid this, we use a pruning process on those pseudo neurons, that make an insignificant contribution261
to parameterization over a number of consecutive observations. These neurons are very likely to have262
been added due to noisy points, or become redundant as a result of network optimization. Removing263
these neurons not only promotes parameterization compactness, but also helps to reduce artifacts caused by264
measurement errors.265
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To find such pseudo neurons, at each point observation (xn,zn), we calculate the network output Πk from266
each neuron at the input xn,267
Πk = ak exp
(
−
‖xn−uk‖
2
σ 2k
)
, (11)
and then its contribution ratio rk268
rk =
|Πk|
K
∑
k=1
|Πk|
. (12)
If the ratio rk is consistently less than the pruning threshold P for ω consecutive observations in sequential269
learning, that is270
rk < P|ω , (13)
this neuron is detected as a pseudo neuron and is removed from the network.271
In order to provide an effective validation on the contribution of a neuron, the network pruning requires272
the ω consecutive observations to be uniformly sampled points from the entire data space. This is another273
reason for requiring random point orderings in the training set. The performance of neuron pruning is pre-274
sented in Section 4.3. The adaptive sequential learning algorithm for point-cloud surface parameterization275
is summarized in Algorithm 1.276
4. Experimental results277
We implemented the proposed adaptive sequential learning RBF network in C++ for point-cloud surface278
parameterization. In this section, we present results that demonstrate the performance of the parameteriza-279
tion with regard to mesh reproduction and repair (Section 4.1), multi-LOD (Section 4.2), pruning effective-280
ness (Section 4.3), adaptivity (Section 4.4), compactness and accuracy (Section 4.5) and finally performance281
efficiency by using the NEKF (Section 4.6).282
4.1. Range surface reproduction and mesh repair from point-cloud parameterization using ASRBF net-283
works284
The point-cloud range data used in our experiments of parameterization were obtained from the Ohio285
SAMPL range scan database [39]. Each range scan was presented by a 200× 200 array, consisting of286
densely distributed surface points and labeled margin areas. These range points have irregular spatial sam-287
pling, generally contain measurement noise and many contain data holes.288
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The range scans of different objects vary in physical size and were obtained using different coordinate289
systems. To enable the parameterization process be carried out with consistently chosen network parameters290
in a unified network space, while also using same guidelines, each scan was normalized to a unit cube in its291
x, y and z dimensions. Surface points were then taken with random point orderings to generate a training292
sequence T = {xn,zn}
∣∣
n=1,2,...,N , including N 3D point observations {xn,zn} in which xn = (xn,yn) and293
xn,yn,zn ∈ [0,1]. The xn was used as the network input, and zn its associated output. Details on how the294
network parameters were defined will be discussed in Section 5.295
The parameterization RBF network of a point-cloud range scan was constructed using adaptive sequential296
learning as described in Section 3. The resulting network can be evaluated anywhere, so that surface vertices297
can be calculated at any desired resolution and ordering, allowing the production of the parametric surface 1.298
For direct comparison between the parametric surface and its original scan, the network was evaluated at the299
same (xn,yn) locations as in the normalized 200×200 range array, with the outputs as their corresponding300
depth values zn, and the normalized surface points calculated from the parameterization were then re-scaled301
to restore the actual aspect ratio and 3D size of the objects.302
The results of direct meshing from point clouds and corresponding parametric surfaces reproduced from303
parameterization ASRBF networks are shown in Fig. 3. From these examples, we observe that although304
the range scans contain bumpiness, jagged protuberances and various irregular data holes, the reproduced305
parametric surfaces are smooth and complete, preserving high fidelity to the original surfaces. Both low306
frequency variations and high frequency details are retained, including flat facets and sharp edges/corners.307
Jagged protuberances (e.g. particularly at sharp edges and corners) and bumpiness (e.g. cheek in Fig. 3308
(b)) were smoothly filtered. Benefiting from the extraordinary interpolation and extrapolation capability of309
the Gaussians, Irregular holes that are large compared to the geometric variation in surfaces (e.g. missing310
protruding patterns on the “cow” and missing legs of the “Santa”) are convincingly restored. Therefore, our311
method does not require the availability of multiple instances to train a prior model [40, 41]. Missing data312
between adjoined faces (e.g. in the “valve” and “Santa” ) can also be filled and seamlessly blended into313
surfaces. The extended smooth margin areas in the parametric meshes, generated by evaluating the entire314
network space, exhibit the remarkable extrapolation of Gaussians 2. The accuracy of these parametric315
surfaces and data compression achieved will be discussed in Section 4.5 with results provided in Table 2.316
1Alternatively, these vertices can also be used as control points to generate the surface mesh using NURBS or Bezier methods
[5]
2Margin areas in the parametric meshes in Fig. 3 can be removed according to the margin labels in the range scans.
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(a) “cow” (N = 4,956) with large, irregularly shaped holes; parametric surface reproduced by K = 522 neurons, ¯E = 0.58%.
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(c) “Santa” (N = 23,429) with large portion of missing data at boundaries; parametric surface reproduced from 1901 neurons.
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(d) “valve” (N = 10,145) with flat faces and sharp edges; parametric surface reproduced from 1527 neurons.
Figure 3: Direct meshing results (middle column) from clouds of N points (left), and repaired parametric surfaces generated from
ASRBF networks (right). 15
4.2. Multi-level parameterization and multiple LODs317
Reproducing a surface with high fidelity to the level of detail in its raw scan is not always desirable.318
A smooth approximation would be more preferable when point clouds are severely corrupted with noise.319
Moreover, meshing at different LODs is often required for real-time rendering and multi-resolution pur-320
poses.321
The proposed ASRBF parameterization provides the flexibility of LOD control in two ways. The first322
is to parameterize the point cloud towards the best resolution provided in the original scan, then compute323
parametric points and surfaces at degrading sampling levels to get downgraded LODs. This method is ef-324
ficient when multiple LOD meshes of a surface are required from the parameterization. In the case where325
only one specific downgraded LOD is required, the second method, which carries out downgraded param-326
eterization at a corresponding detail level, would be beneficial for compactness. To this end, referring to327
the first novelty criterion (Section 3.3), the neuron separation level Dmin can be used to control the neuron328
density in the network, and hence the detail level of parameterization. Generally, a larger separation level329
Dmin will allow a smaller number of neurons that are more sparsely distributed, producing a lower resolution330
parameterization; conversely, an appropriately smaller value of Dmin will allow more neurons to be added,331
thus improving parameterization fidelity towards scan details.332
Figure 4 demonstrates varying mesh LODs from multi-level parameterization of the “cow”. The “cow”333
range scan contained 4956 points. We used the data twice in random point orderings to generate training334
sequences of sufficient length. In Fig. 4(a), the separation value Dmin = 0.1 produced a much downgraded335
parameterization relative to the resolution (200×200) of the original scan. Therefore, only a coarse profile336
of the “cow” was reproduced from the highly compacted network, with K = 53 neurons. When Dmin337
was reduced to 0.05 (Fig. 4(b)) and 0.03 (Fig. 4(c)), the parameterization generated increasing numbers338
of neurons (K = 116 and 224 respectively), leading to more surface details being presented. When the339
separation Dmin was set to 0.01 in Fig. 4(d), a highly detailed surface was achieved from the network with340
K = 522 neurons.341
Using the example of the “cow”, Fig. 5 shows how the neuron separation level Dmin affects neuron den-342
sity and the detail level of parameterization. The sequential training data were generated using four different343
randomization of the “cow” scan to avoid the possible effects due to the training data length. The normal-344
ized parameterization error indicated in Fig. 5 was defined by ¯E = avg{‖ f (xn)− zn‖}|n=1,2,...N . It is the345
average error between zn values of all N points in the scan and their corresponding RBF outputs f (xn) at346
16
(a) Dmin = 0.1, K = 53 neurons (b) Dmin = 0.05, K = 116 neurons
(c) Dmin = 0.03, K = 224 neurons (d) Dmin = 0.01, K = 522 neurons
Figure 4: Surface LODs of the “cow” generated from multi-level parameterization using ASRBF networks. The detail level of
parameterization is controlled by neuron separation Dmin. A higher Dmin value downgrades the level of parameterization relative
to the resolution in the original scan, and therefore a degraded LOD is obtained from a compact network composed of fewer K
neurons.
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Figure 5: The effect of neuron separation level Dmin on network compactness and parameterization accuracy, as shown by neuron
separation level Dmin vs. parameterization error and number of neurons in the “cow” parameterization.
the same location xn = (xn,yn). We found that when Dmin was 0.01, the parameterization error was around347
0.0032, the number of neuron was about 730; when Dmin was greater than 0.01, the parameterization error348
increased exponentially due to a consistently reducing number of neurons, therefore downgrading param-349
eterization relative to the resolution provided in the original scan; when Dmin was less than 0.01, the pa-350
rameterization accuracy was incrementally improved until parameterization accuracy achieved 0.0028, and351
network reached saturation with around 1010 neurons at Dmin = 0.007. Obviously, this benefit on accuracy352
came at the expense of a largely increased number of neurons. Based on our experiments, we considered353
Dmin = 0.01 was appropriate regarding best detail level of parameterization and network compactness.354
4.3. Parameterization compactness enhanced by neuron pruning355
Figure 6 demonstrates the effectiveness of pruning, using the example of parameterization of the “cow”.356
We compared RMS network error (as defined in Eq. 6) and number of neurons involved for cases with prun-357
ing (Fig. 6(b)) and without pruning (Fig. 6(a)). To keep the network stable and ensure effective evaluation358
of neuron contribution, the pruning threshold was set to P = 0.001 for ω = 1000 consecutive observations359
for the pruning results.360
The experimental results shown in Fig. 6 were averaged over 10 trials. Based on these experiments,361
we observed that, at the start of parameterization, neurons were consistently recruited into the network in362
both cases (Fig.6 left column), and the RMS error reduced rapidly (Fig.6 right column). When the network363
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error leveled to a steady value after 4000 steps, the with-pruning network in Fig. 6(b) showed effective364
neuron growth control. Pseudo neurons, exhibiting very limited contributions rk < P for 1000 consecutive365
observations, were detected and removed. By the end of construction, the with-pruning network produced366
only 522 neurons, while achieving competitive accuracy. However, without pruning, as shown in Fig. 6(a),367
neurons were added incessantly throughout network construction, resulting in 718 neurons.368
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(a) without pruning: neurons were consistently added into the network (left), RMS error reduced during parameterization (right).
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(b) with pruning: neurons were added and pseudo neurons were removed for effective control of network growth (left), RMS
error (right) reduced in a comparable way. A pseudo neuron was detected if its contribution ratio was less than P = 0.001 over
ω = 1000 consecutive inputs.
Figure 6: Parameterization with and without neuron pruning.
4.4. Neuron adaptivity369
The adaptivity of parameterization is derived from the adaptive RBF learning: 1) neurons are heuristi-370
cally located according to the novelty of input; 2) pseudo neurons can be removed by pruning; 3) neuron371
parameters are adjustable in full dimensionality of location, width and weight.372
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate neuron spatial distribution and properties of width and weight in the parameter-373
ization network space for the “cow” and “face”. For a more intuitive visualization, neurons are represented374
by circles displayed in normalized 3D network space at their 2D centers, with their depth z-values evaluated375
from the network. To allow better insight, neuron width (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 bottom left) is indicated by376
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the radius of the neuron circle, and the absolute value of neuron weight (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 bottom right) is377
presented by the neuron circle diameter. Both display ratios are reduced to 1:3 to lessen visual clustering 3.378
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Figure 7: Neuron spatial distribution and properties in the “cow” parameterization. Top: point cloud (4,956 points); bottom left:
neuron width of 522 Gaussians in the network; bottom right: neuron weight.
We observe that neuron distribution and density are highly consistent with surface variations. Meanwhile379
the neuron properties of width and weight reflect spatial features. Neurons with large widths or high weights380
were located in areas with lower variations. These were usually created at the start of network training to381
form a smooth base, while smaller and denser neurons were presented in regions with highly variable details.382
Although there is an inherent tendency by the greedy algorithm to favor capture of lower frequencies before383
higher ones, smaller neurons consistently retouch the smoothness towards increasing fidelity to local details.384
Figure 9 shows the average width and weight of neurons at each training step of network construction for385
the “cow” and the “face”. It visualizes an automatic mechanism of neuron scale decline during adaptive386
coarse-to-fine RBF fitting.387
Table 1 provides statistics on neuron properties for both networks. At the end of training, the “cow”388
parameterization used 522 neurons, relatively large and weighed, to approximate the smoothly varying389
3Small neurons in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 may not be visible due to limited display resolution.
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Figure 8: Neuron spatial distribution and properties in the “face” parameterization. Top: point cloud (18,370 points); bottom left:
neuron width of 1056 Gaussians in the network; bottom right: neuron weight.
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Figure 9: Average neuron width and weight decrease during coarse-to-fine RBF fitting. The results were averaged over 10 trials. To
fully investigate the trend of neuron scales, the “cow” data was used twice in random point orderings to obtain training sequences
of sufficient length.
body shape; whereas 1,056 neurons were generated by the parameterization for the more complex “face”.390
As indicated by the standard deviations, the neuron weighting of the “cow” varied more than those of the391
“face”. This was probably because the “cow” simultaneously possessed richer features at both low (e.g.392
smooth variation of the body) and high frequencies (e.g. protruding patterns on the body) than the “face”.393
parameterization network neuron width neuron weight
max min mean std max min mean std
cow (522 neurons) .4673 .0081 .0307 .0426 .8337 .0033 .0311 .0544
face (1,056 neurons) .4364 .0038 .0210 .0312 .6896 .0065 .0269 .0477
Table 1: Neuron properties in parameterization RBF networks.
4.5. Parameterization accuracy and data compression394
Experimental results on the compactness and accuracy of the parameterizations from the examples in395
Fig. 3 are provided in Table 2, in which N stands for the number of surface points in a range scan, and396
K denotes the number of Gaussian neurons generated by the network. Data compression is indicated by:397
1) point to neuron compactness ratio N : K, and 2) storage compression ratio 3N : 4K, defined as the398
total storage of N 3D range points to the total storage of K neurons, each represented by the 4 parameters399
of width, weight and 2D centers. For a fairer comparison of network performance on different scans,400
parameterization error ¯E was provided in normalized network space, as defined in Section 4.2, indicating401
a percentage accuracy relative to the data variation range in each scan. The absolute reconstruction errors402
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point clouds # of points # of RBFs normalized error data compression reconstruction error (mm)
N K ¯E N : K 3N : 4K mean std
face 18,370 1,056 .0036 17.4:1 13.1:1 .50 .58
Santa 23,429 1,901 .0055 12.3:1 9.2:1 .51 .67
cow 4,956 522 .0058 9.5:2 7.1:1 .36 .46
valve 10,145 1,527 .0069 6.6:1 5.0:1 .61 .89
average 14,225 1,251 .0055 11.5:1 8.6:1 .50 .65
Table 2: Parameterization accuracy and data compression.
of these parametric surfaces were also given as a means for comparison with other works. It is represented403
by the mean and standard deviation of the errors between each re-scaled network output (restoring actual404
aspect ratio and 3D size of the surface) and its corresponding scan point in the real-world measurement of405
millimeters.406
The results show that the ASRBF network provides a compact parameterization of range data with a407
desired accuracy. The average total number of Gaussians was less than one tenth of the total number of408
range points, and the average storage compression ratio achieved 8.6 : 1. The normalized parameterization409
error ¯E reached the level of 0.55%. The average accuracy for the parametric surfaces achieved 0.50mm in410
z, where the average variation of z-values in the four scans was 9.35cm. The “face”, with smooth variations411
of facial features and curly hair patterns, achieved the highest compression ratio and best accuracy by using412
Gaussians. However, simultaneously modeling both low frequency (e.g. large background plane in the413
“Santa”) and high frequency features (in particular the “valve”), was relatively difficult and costly.414
It seems that absolute reconstruction errors did not consistently agree with the normalized ¯E, due to the415
data range varying among the different scans. For example, the variation of z-values in the “face”, “Santa”416
and “valve” were 13.9 cm, 9.3 cm and 8.0 cm respectively, but it was only about 6.2 cm in the “cow”.417
Therefore, although the normalized error of the “cow” was ranked third, its absolute reconstruction error418
was comparatively lower than the others.419
4.6. Parameterization efficiency420
Parameterization time is mainly determined by the amount of time used in updating neuron parameters421
during network optimization. We therefore compared the speed and accuracy of the neighborhood EKF422
(NEKF) method with two commonly used methods: gradient descent (GD) [37] and global EKF (GEKF)423
[38]. The experimental results were obtained using a Pentium 3GHz PC with 1GB RAM. Figure 10 shows424
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(a) GEKF [38]: parameterization using GEKF produced 490 neurons, showing an exponentially increasing network training cost
up to the level of seconds.
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(b) GD [37]: parameterization using GD produced 530 neurons, showing a linearly increasing network training cost up to the level
of milliseconds.
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(c) NEKF: parameterization using NEKF produced 520 neurons, showing a consistent cost at a level of 10−4 seconds.
Figure 10: Comparison of how parameterization speed was affected by an increasing number of neurons using GEKF, GD or
NEKF. Training time costs are displayed on the left, and their corresponding RMS errors are shown on the right.
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results averaged over 10 trials of the “cow”. The NEKF results in Fig. 10(c) demonstrate the extreme case425
of updating only the nearest neighbor at each learning step.426
As shown in Fig. 10 right column, network updating using the three aforementioned methods produced427
comparable accuracy with similar network RMS errors and error reduction rate, although the GEKF had428
slightly better accuracy than the GD and NEKF due to a global optimization strategy employed.429
However, the network training time (Fig. 10, left column) differed remarkably with increasing number430
of neurons. The GEKF showed a complexity of O((4K)2) for K neurons (Fig. 10(a)). The GD appeared431
to have a linear relationship (Fig. 10(b)). The cost of the NEKF (Fig. 10(c)), however, was nearly constant432
O((4)2) when updating only the nearest neighbor. Training time should also remain be consistently low of433
O((4K′)2), when updating a small set of K′ neighbor neurons. Towards the end of network training, the434
GEKF spent 6.3 seconds to update around 490 neurons, the GD used 6.1 milliseconds for 530 neurons,435
while the NEKF spent only around 0.12 milliseconds throughout the training process, right through to the436
case of 522 neurons. Compared to the GEKF, the computational load of NEKF was dramatically reduced,437
by a factor of 104.438
5. Discussions439
5.1. Network parameters440
The adaptive parameterization RBF network is conceptually simple and straightforward to implement.441
The network employs a number of parameters. Based on their functions, they can be used flexibly, facilitat-442
ing the use of the network for different proposes, such as controlling the level of parameterization detail by443
using different values of Dmin, as shown in Fig. 4. After the scan image was normalized to a unit cube in x,444
y and z dimensions, default values were used and are recommended for the general purpose of surface pa-445
rameterization and reproduction. In this section, we indicate how the defaults were chosen or automatically446
calculated from the input data.447
Local accuracy threshold E and RMS error Eω are utilized in the novelty criteria to determine if a new448
neuron should be added. The value 0.01 was used as default for both the parameters, as this value not only449
helped to better preserve the fidelity to local inputs, but also to tolerate a certain degree of measurement450
errors.451
The value of separation distance Dmax = 0.4 was used to enforce a sparse neuron distribution in nor-452
malized space at the beginning of network construction. The neuron separation Dmin helped to control453
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the density level of newly inserted neurons. This value can be obtained by doubling the uni-dimensional454
sampling density of input data. Thus for a sampling density of 1/200 in our 200× 200 scan array, we set455
Dmin = 2×1/200 = 0.01. The default decay factor γ = 0.99 provided a moderate decline speed of neuron456
separation, giving opportunity for coarse-to-fine RBF fitting.457
We found that these default values worked effectively on large datasets containing different objects with458
highly varying and complex spatial features; there was no need to adjust them from one experiment to459
another. Critically, parameters only need to be set at an approximate level as opposed to a precise value.460
This relaxation is gained due to the nature of adaptive learning as employed by the ASRBF. For example, the461
above network parameters are mainly associated with the necessity of inserting new neurons. Using these462
general settings, neurons added unnecessarily, wrongly inserted due to outliers or having become redundant463
as a result of network optimization, can still be removed from the network by the pruning process.464
In our experiments, only the Gaussian RBF overlap factor ψ was set to slightly different values, varying465
between 0.7∼ 0.8. For example, the “cow”, possessing smoother variations, used a ψ value of 0.8, whereas466
“face”, “Santa” and “valve”, with relatively sharper details, used a lower ψ value of 0.7. To evaluate the467
network accuracy achieved from different values of ψ at a sufficient training length, we replicated the data468
in random orderings to extend the training sequence. The experimental results on the “cow” with ψ values469
between 0.8± 0.1 are shown in Fig. 11, where N denotes the number of points in the scan. We observe470
that the different ψ values have a limited effect on network accuracy. This is because the overlap factor ψ471
is only used to initialize the width of a newly inserted neuron; however each neuron can be later adjusted472
dynamically during iterative learning and in full dimensionality in terms of location, weight and width.473
In summary, precise parameter values do not need accurately pre-determined by trial and error, since the474
network automatically fine-tunes itself by means of adaptive learning.475
5.2. Density and size of point-cloud data sets476
The parameterization RBF network is capable of handling non-uniformly sampled data with varying477
densities and sizes. In a normalized space, a large number of scan points in the “face” (18,370 points) and478
“Santa” (23,429 points) presented higher densities; whereas the size and density of the “cow” (4956 points)479
and “valve” (10,145 points) were relatively lower. Unlike other RBF methods, which could encounter over-480
fitting problems when dealing with dense point sets, the parameterization RBF network essentially favors481
large and dense data sets, because its neurons are generated only according to novel inputs rather than from482
all points. Sufficient length of point cloud data is desired to produce high detail level of parameterization.483
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Figure 11: Limited effect of different ψ values on network accuracy. N denotes the number of points in the scan.
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Figure 12: Replication of original data improves parameterization accuracy: replication of scan data vs. parameterization error and
number of neurons. N denotes the number of points in the scan.
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When a surface was somewhat under-sampled relative to its geometric complexity (e.g. the “cow”), we484
replicated the data in random orderings to extend the training sequence. Although this method did not485
create any new inputs, it did increase the chance of a point being a novel instance during a longer process486
of network optimization, thereby promoting the accuracy of parameterization. In the example of the “cow”,487
Figure 12 demonstrates how the number of data point replications of the original scan affected the accuracy488
and number of neurons in the network. When using a single replication of scan data (from N to 2N ),489
a moderate parameterization error ¯E = 0.0058 was achieved with 522 neurons; when using the data three490
times (3N ), the error was significantly reduced to ¯E = 0.004 with increased number of neurons (K = 718).491
After replicating the data to four sets (4N ), the network achieved saturation, so that the extended training492
sequence length by another N caused neuron number to increase only a couple each time. After 8N , the493
neuron number remained constant at 738. However, the network accuracy was still improved incrementally494
as the result of network optimization. This indicates that a certain number of training replications can help495
deal with under-sampled data sets and always improve network accuracy in sequential learning.496
5.3. Performance comparisons497
point cloud GEKF [38] GD [37] NEKF
Tpara Trep #RBFs ¯E Tpara Trep #RBFs ¯E Tpara Trep #RBFs ¯E
(#points) (hrs) (s) (10−3) (s) (s) (10−3) (s) (s) (10−3)
cow (4,956) 0.75 .74 490 5.5 4.1 .8 530 6.2 1.4 .8 522 5.8
face (18,370) 23.6 5.8 965 3.2 61.4 6.7 1097 4.1 14.5 6.6 1056 3.6
valve (10,145) 42.5 4.7 1452 7.1 35.8 5.4 1690 9.1 8.7 5.3 1527 7.5
Santa (23,429) 98.2 13.6 1786 4.9 153.4 17.5 2159 7.0 33.1 15.6 1901 5.5
average (14,225) 41.3 hrs 6.2 s 1,073 5.1 63.7 s 7.6 s 1,369 6.6 14.4 s 7.1 s 1,252 5.6
Table 3: Parameterization performance when using GEKF, GD and NEKF.
Table 3 shows the performance results of parameterization using ASRBF networks. We presented results498
on parameterization time (Tpara), the time (Trep) used to reproduce all points at original inputs, number of499
Gaussian RBF (#RBF) and normalized parameterization error ( ¯E). We compared our results using NEKF500
to the results using GEKF [38] and GD [37]. The experiments were carried out on PC with 3GHz Pentium501
processor and 1GB of RAM. For comparison, consistent network parameters were used on each range scan502
for GEKF, GD and NEKF, so that parameterization with each of the three methods was carried out to the503
same desired accuracy level while similar numbers of neurons were produced.504
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From the results shown in Table 3, we observed that parameterization using GEKF appeared to achieve a505
slightly better accuracy, but this came at expense of increasing training time by several orders of magnitude.506
This was due to the high complexity O((4K)2) required by the GEKF to update all K neurons at each input.507
This computational cost overhead become unmanageable for large networks and training sets. Parameteri-508
zation time using GD increases linearly with the number of neurons and training points. Comparing GEKF509
to GD, average training time used by the GEKF was 41.3 hours, whereas the GD required only 63.7 seconds.510
The NEKF achieved the fastest parameterization, at an average of 14.4 seconds. Only a handful of neighbor511
neurons were updated at each training input. Its average training time was further reduced to one fourth of512
that used by GD. Furthermore, it also improved on GD accuracy by 25%, using 8.5% fewer neurons.513
The time used for reproducing a point from the parameterization network is directly proportional to the514
number of RBF neurons. In our experiments, the average time used to compute one RBF output was around515
3.3×10−7 seconds. Since each of the three methods generated a similar number of neurons, the reconstruc-516
tion times Trep are therefore on a similar level for each scan. By comparison, NEKF parameterization used517
less time (Trep = 7.1 seconds) on average to produce 14,225 parametric points, while retaining a relatively518
high accuracy of 5.6×10−3, while using fewer neurons (1,252 neurons).519
In addition, the proposed adaptive dynamic RBF network structure outperforms networks with fixed520
structures. We compare our approach with the most relevant and state-of-art multi-layer hierarchical RBF521
(HRBF) network structures [34, 35]. Each layer in the HRBF network contains a regular grid of Gaussians522
at decreasing scales. A neuron is located according to the extent of local mapping error, thus the grids do523
not need to be fully filled. Although neurons still have to be placed on the partition grids, neuron sizes vary524
at multi-scales by means of halving the width at every higher layer. Once a neuron is inserted, it cannot525
be moved or discarded. The network construction time increases linearly to the size of scan data and the526
number of neurons involved.527
The HRBF network has been applied to point-cloud surface modeling. In [35], a 4-layer HRBF network528
was used to approximate a human face scan containing 12,641 points. Experimental results showed that529
the reconstruction error achieved 0.77 mm, with 5,570 Gaussians being generated by the network. The530
compression ratio N : K was thus 2.3:1. In [34], results based on a toy face scan (16,851 points) showed531
a similar reconstruction accuracy of 0.779 mm and compression ratio N : K = 2 : 1 involving the use of532
8,087 Gaussians in a 4-layer HRBF network.533
In comparison, thanks to the adaptive learning and dynamic network structure, as shown in Table 2, the534
29
ASRBF achieved higher compression ratios at comparable accuracy. This is particulary evidenced by the535
“face” data set (N = 18,370 points). Only K = 1,056 Gaussians were generated for the “face” using the536
ASRBF parameterization network. The compression ratio N : K = 17.4 : 1 achieved by the ASRBF was537
significantly higher than that by the HRBF networks, while ASRBF also achieved a comparable level of538
reconstruction accuracy of 0.50mm.539
5.4. Comparison with Self-Organizing Maps540
The ability of SOM to learn topological maps from input data distributions has been explored for surface541
reconstruction from vertices in a mesh or a point cloud [30, 31]. This section compares results on the542
accuracy of meshes reproduced from SOM [29] and the proposed ASRBF. Firstly, range scan data was543
used to train the ASRBF network and SOM network. Surface vertices calculated from the obtained ASRBF544
network and from the SOM were meshed using the same function Ball Pivoting in Meshlab [42]. The545
accuracies of the ASRBF mesh and the SOM mesh with respect to original mesh generated from the raw546
scan were computed using Metro Tool [43].547
Accuracy measures presented by the Hausdorff distance, the mean and RMS deviations from each orig-548
inal mesh to its reconstructed mesh, are shown in Table 4. The Hausdorff distance indicates the maximum549
difference between two meshes; however, the mean and RMS values are more descriptive due to being less550
susceptible to the influence of outliers. The accuracy measures in Table 4 were averaged over 10 trials,551
presented as a percentage of the bounding box diagonal length in the original mesh. Since range data input552
was over a 200×200 square, for fair comparison, we chose the most square-like SOM grid with the number553
of SOM nodes and the the number of neurons in the ASRBF as close as possible. The size of the SOM grid554
used for each point cloud is given in the first column of SOM table entries.555
The results show that the ASRBF networks produce better accuracy than standard SOM when using556
similar numbers of neurons. As described in previous sections, the advantage of ASRBF based mesh re-557
production is primarily driven by the benefits from: 1) the extraordinary interpolation and extrapolation558
capability of Gaussian kernels to provide better surface fidelity; 2) network structure flexibility and neuron559
adaptivity to the unorganized underlying data. The SOM requires a grid structure composed of point nodes.560
The 3D locations of SOM point nodes are used directly as vertices on the mesh. Although the SOM net can561
be broken where necessary to adapt to the input data, the pre-defined number of nodes and fixed connection562
linkages ultimately constrain the flexibility and accuracy of the topological map generated by SOM.563
30
point clouds ASRBF SOM [29]
# of neurons Hausdorff dist. mean RMS # of nodes Hausdorff dist. mean RMS
face 1,056 1.5% .09% .14% 1,056 (33×32) 2.6% .16% .31%
Santa 1,901 2.6% .09% .15% 1,892 (44×43) 4.7% .17% .38%
cow 522 1.5% .12% .19% 529 (23×23) 2.2% .19% .33%
valve 1,527 2.9% .13% .19% 1,521 (39×39) 3.6% .25% .49%
average 1,251 2.1% .10% .17% 1,250 3.3% .19% .38%
Table 4: Comparison on mesh accuracy reproduced from the ASRBF and SOM.
6. Conclusions564
We presented a neural network based method to solve the problem of point-cloud surface parameteriza-565
tion. The network employs a dynamic structure through adaptive learning. It allows Gaussian neurons to566
be fitted according to the novelty of inputs, while also being fully adjustable on their locations, widths and567
weights. Compared to approaches using RBFs at fixed locations and at pre-defined scales, our approach568
achieved a high compression ratio and a comparable level of accuracy. The developed NEKF method569
dramatically reduces the training cost to a manageable time, enabling parameterization of extensive point570
clouds, involving the use of large scale of networks. Experimental results show that complete surfaces can571
be accurately reproduced from unified low-storage parameterization networks, and multiple LODs can be572
easily obtained. Our adaptive learning strategy contributes to the general problem of effective RBF fitting,573
and thus could be of value to other RBF based methods. The possibility of effectively absorbing nonuni-574
form mapping residuals in areas with learning difficulties may be addressed by extending the adaptivity to575
a multi-layer network. This is left for future work.576
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